Meeting to be held remotely due to the COVID-19 restrictions.
An Executive Order from the Governor of Massachusetts relieves public bodies from the requirement in the Open Meeting Law that meetings be conducted in a public place that is open and physically accessible to the public, provided that the public body makes provision to ensure public access to the deliberations through telephone, internet, or satellite enabled audio or video conferencing or any other technology that enables the public to clearly follow the proceedings of the public body in real time.
In addition, all members of a public body may participate in a meeting remotely; the Open Meeting Law's requirement that a quorum of the body and the chair be physically present at the meeting location is suspended. All other provisions of the Open Meeting Law, such as the requirements regarding posting notice of meetings and creating and maintaining accurate meeting minutes, as well as the limited, enumerated purposes for holding an executive session, remain in effect.

AGENDA
Zoom link will be provided on website for those wishing to participate

1- Call to order
2- Updates and handouts
3- Discussion of Funding Options for proposed Municipal Building with David Eisenthal from Unibank Fiscal Advisors
4- Discussion of Town Meeting and future budget meetings
5- Review Warrant Articles and Budget Summary
6- Discussion of receipts and income for Town
7- Upcoming Schedule to review school budget
8- Unanticipated: (Topics not reasonably anticipated by the chair(s) 48 hours in advance of the meeting)
9- Adjourn